The Material World
with Trevor Phillips
Trevor Phillips : Hello.There's only one element so important that it has a whole branch of chemistry devoted to its doings,organic chemistry,the study of Carbon and its compounds.It even inspired a kind of biography by the Italian intellectual Primo Levi[Ref:Green File:InoutJ1.wri]:- 
"Carbon in fact is a singular element.It is the only element that can bind itself in long stable chains,without great expense of energy,and for life on Earth,the only one we know so far precisely long chains are required.Therefore Carbon is the key element of living substance,but its promotion,its entry into the living world is not easy,and must follow an obligatory intricate path which has been clarified and not definitively,only in recent years." 
The compounds of Carbon which make up the material of life on Earth maybe exciting for the chemist,but the normal forms of the stuff itself,coal,anthracite,graphite,even diamond all seem pretty dull to me.That is until the discovery of a completely new form of Carbon called "the Bucky Ball",or to give it its proper name "Buckminsterfullerene". 
Not only has it spawned a completely new branch of chemistry -fullerene science,but it may have opened the way to the practical development of nanotechnology,the molecule sized machines,potentially valuable for anything from surgery to super computers.I'll be talking to Sir Harry Kroto,who led the breakthrough team later. 
Scientific discovery doesn't always arrive with the spectacular flourish of a new molecule,but the fact doesn't necessarily make it less important.For doctors who specialise in cancer,treatment is not merely a matter of diagnosis and prescription.The issue of timing is also vital.For the doctor to decide what treatment to recommend,a judgement has to be made about the speed with which the disease is likely to progress.Up until now consultants have had to rely purely on their own experience,knowledge and instinct,but the latest research suggest that they could have a powerful new tool at their disposal,the artificial neural network,a kind of computer which learns from experience.Results so far show that when given the facts about a case of bladder or prostrate cancer and asked to predict the likely outcome, the computers beat the consultants for accuracy by 82% to 65% [Ref: Video A17:OU Medical decision making].It's a remarkable finding and could revolutionise the prognosis and the treatment of such serious illnesses.I'm joined by Rauf Nagee,Professor of biomedical computing at the University of Coventry,and by Professor Freddy Hamdy the head of Urology at Sheffield University.Rauf can we just start by asking you to describe the experiment that you did,and how it turned out? 

Rauf Nagee : Well like you said Trevor it's an artificial neural network is a program,it's a sophisticated program that sifts through a minefield of data and gets conclusions out of this data and out of training then can test the data and come up with its own conclusions,so,do you want me to elaborate more or...? 

Trevor Phillips : Yes could you just explain how you compared the computers and the doctors? 

Rauf Nagee : Well we took a set of patients divided them into a training set and a testing set and then once we were happy with the software,we applied it to the testing set and came up with a set of statistics.We then gave the same data to the clinicians and they came up with their own conclusions.We compared the two and we found that the computer had performed much better than the clinicians,in that particular instance. 

Trevor Phillips : And this is.......and you knew this because these are all cases which in a way had already had a result.You knew what the outcomes were from...? 

Rauf Nagee : That's correct,this was a retrospective analysis. 

Trevor Phillips : Why is it so important for clinicians to be able to predict outcomes,because if you have cancer you have cancer? 

Freddy Hamdy : Of course yes,I mean it is extremely important because it has a direct impact on our decision to offer treatment and what type of treatment we offer.Essentially when patients cone to see us they have three major concerns.Number one they want to know what disease they have.number two they want to know how serious it is,is it life threatening? Is it trivial? Can they live with it? And number three,they want to know what the best treatment is for it. Now we know,particularly in our speciality,that some cancers need immediate and urgent treatment,with very aggressive interventions.Some cancers can wait and we can observe them.Some cancers don't need any treatment at all. What we do at the moment is we use our knowledge a number of set conventional parameters,common sense and dialogue with the patient,and we come to a decision.So anything which helps us to improve our prediction of outcome is extremely important.The danger of not having enough information is that we can over treat some conditions and we can under treat others. 

Trevor Phillips : Apart from the sort of experiential knowledge of the doctor and his instinct and his skill and so forth,what objective data do.....or what objective process I should say do doctors use at the moment? Is it purely statistical? 

Freddy Hamdy : Well we do use statistics and it is easy to talk about statistics until it comes to real life.Now I can tell a patient that he has 80% chances of not having any problem with his cancer,or 20% risks of seeing this cancer progress and kill him at the end of the day,and it's very good for the patient if he falls into the category of 80%,it's not so good if he falls into the 20%,and I have no tool to tell me where he's going to fall. 
Trevor Phillips : So does Rauf's neural network tool offer you perhaps a different way of approaching this,which perhaps is more attuned to the specific patient rather than the statistical possibility? 

Freddy Hamdy : Yes,I mean what I have to point out is that tool,a neural network is as good as the information that we feed in it,and it does appear to improve the prediction when it has been compared with clinicians.But really it depends on the amount of information that we are able to feed and the amount of information depends on the knowledge that we acquire through the research and through observation of our patients. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay Rauf,I want to ask you actually in a moment,what kind of information you do give your machine,but first of all can you explain what an artificial neural network actually is? 

Rauf Nagee : Well,an artificial neural network is exactly as the name implies,it is a network that tries to mimic the human brain.It is artificial because it is a computer software package and what we try to do,nobody understands how the brain works yet,and what we have here is a very simplified version of neurones which are the smallest particles in the brain,which are all interconnected and then they fire or not fire depending on whether there is a stimulus at the other end or not,and we try to make use of these interconnections and of the level of firing and implement the software on the basis of how we think the brain works. 

Trevor Phillips : So in a sense and individual processor might,in your neural network might be the parallel I guess to a neurone? 

Rauf Nagee : That's correct,that's correct. 

Trevor Phillips : So how does it actually work in terms of learning and operating a kind of logic? 

Rauf Nagee : Right,what it has,is that it has examples of past experience so it knows that for patient X the outcome was Y after so many years,and for patient Z the outcome was A after so many years,and so on and so forth,so it's got exemplars in front of it,and we feed those exemplars over and over again and at every iteration we change the weights of the interconnections we change the parameters within the neurones and eventually when the error is below a certain threshold which we set from the onset,we are happy that the network has learned what it has supposed to learn,and then follows another phase which is that of testing.We think it has learned but we're not too sure,so what we do is that we subject it to another set of exemplars which it has never seen before,but for which we know the outcome,and then we compare its predictions of those outcomes against the actual ones,and if they match then we are happy and we think that the network has effectively learnt what it was supposed to do. 

Trevor Phillips : So in a sense what you're doing is training it all the way along. 

Rauf Nagee : That's correct. 

Trevor Phillips : And the more information you give it,the more accurate presumably it can be. 

Rauf Nagee : Not necessarily,we have to be very careful with the information that we give it.I agree with Freddy that the accuracy depends very much on the kind of information that we feed into the network,and we have to be quite selective with the information.We have to make sure that it is not only representative of the patients pathology and social background and so on and so forth,but also that there is no ambiguity between certain parameters,because we believe very strongly that if there is ambiguity then this feeds into the network and creates confusion and therefore less accuracy. 

Trevor Phillips : Well let's get this......to get this absolutely straight,because this is....the important thing here is that what you would do,unlike I guess the consultant,the consultant ,might say as Freddy said earlier on,you know,Any patient in this ward might have an 80% chance and son...",what you're going....what your machine does as it were,is to take the particular characteristics of a particular patient compare it to this mass of information that you've trained it with and say,"this particular patients has you know a likely prognosis of X months" or whatever result you come out with,is that right. 

Rauf Nagee : That is right.Yes,yes absolutely right. 

Trevor Phillips : So what are the characteristics that you,I guess,give the artificial neural network? What are the parameters you were talking about? 


Rauf Nagee : We are very much in the hands of the clinicians here because we have to take their decision at the end of the day as to what they think are the important parameters.But there are some experimental and some conventional parameters,as well as some social parameters.You might take the gender into consideration,the age of the patient,the patients smoking habits and so on and so forth.But also you can take other parameters which are more pathological clinically orientated,and also you can take past treatment,you know experience into account,and it really depends on what the patients ask us to use... 

Trevor Phillips : What..what...the clinicians ask you to use,presumably? 

Rauf Nagee : I'm sorry the clinicians ask us to use,yes,you're absolutely right. 

Trevor Phillips : Well,Freddy this presumably really is not a substitute for the consultant,but an add on? 

Freddy Hamdy : No not at all. 

Trevor Phillips : How would a consultant use this particular tool? 

Freddy Hamdy : I think it's a tool to be researched and to be refined essentially,and there are two distinct....we've got to make two distinctions,first of all as a diagnostic tool,and secondly as a prognostic tool.Personally I think that the prognostic venture is much more exciting than the diagnostic one.Because it is our major dilemma usually,particularly as I say in neurology,in our speciality,is to define or to predict outcome,and what we really have to do is to find out what are the most valuable conventional markers that we have,and to add to that experiential markers. 

Trevor Phillips : What do you mean by that? What do you mean by that,conventional markers? 

Freddy Hamdy : For example,how the tumours look under the microscope,in other words pathological grading of a tumour.How far...er how big is the tumour,what is its extent,you would call that "staging" of the tumour.These are conventional markers,conventional parameters that we use to make our decision anyway,but on top of that there are a flurry of experimental markers which are coming out of the labs every day,and it's always very difficult to judge whether these markers are of any value in telling a patient whether his outcome is good or bad.It takes years for these markers to hit clinical practice.I think one of the very exciting possibilities that Rauf and I discussed several times,and we've done some work on this,is to have a combination...a software which would have a combination of well set conventional markers and a few blank slots to add novel experimental markers as we go along,and then the network can test whether these markers are of any value or not.It would help the scientist and the clinician at the same time,and speed up our evaluation of these markers. 

Trevor Phillips : Rauf do you.....? 

Rauf Nagee : The exciting..... 

Trevor Phillips : Sorry carry on. 

Rauf Nagee : Can I just comment on this? The exciting thing about this approach as well is that you don't test each marker individually but you can look at the interaction between that marker and other markers as well,so it is not done on a ....in isolation. 

Trevor Phillips : Do you think Rauf, that the day will come when you know,they always do it in the movies and the soap operas,someone has a particular condition and you know it's all very grave and the doctor says, "I can't tell you how long it's going to be,but I think you might have as little as three weeks", or whatever it is.Do you think we're ever going to be in a position where a doctor can legitimately and credibly say,"I think the prognosis is X in terms of weeks and progress of disease"? 

Rauf Nagee : I think the day will come,but it's going to take many years of research still.I saw a very nice caricature the other day,which is that of a computer and a wire dangling from the computer and acts as a stethoscope which is plugged onto the patient's body and the reading comes out of the body on the screen,so I don't think we are far of that stage,but it would take a lot of work. 

Trevor Phillips : Freddy? 

Freddy Hamdy : I am more sceptical really,because I don't want to lose my job! (All laugh) 

Trevor Phillips : But presumably this can be a really powerful tool eventually,if it is used in the right way.I mean the issue,in a way to sum up Freddy,must be the amount of information,but making sure the markers,of which you were talking are the accurate ones,are the right ones sorry. 

Freddy Hamdy : Yes absolutely.I think it can be a terribly useful tool to assess an evaluate markers so that if we find that a particular marker is really indicative of outcome,we can use that individually and then tell the patient what his outcome is going to be and I think we should concentrate our efforts in that area,and I think Rauf and I agree on that point. 

Rauf Nagee : Yes we do. 

Trevor Phillips : Rauf Nagee and Freddy Hamdy thank you very much indeed,very exciting. 

Freddy Hamdy : Thank you. 

Rauf Nagee : Thank you Trevor. 

Trevor Phillips : Now,where did we leave that carbon molecule? 
"I could recount an endless number of stories about carbon atoms that become colours or perfumes in flowers,of others which from tiny algae to small crustaceans to fish gradually return as carbon dioxide to the waters of the sea in a perpetual frightening round dance of life and death,in which every devourer is immediately devoured,or those to which fell the privilege of forming part of a grain of pollen and left their fossil imprint in the rocks for our curiosity,of others still that ended to become part of the mysterious shape messengers of the human seed and participated in the subtle process of division, duplication and fusion from which each of us is born." 
Ubiquitous it is but we still find yet more homes for this chameleon atom.The chemistry of carbon has probably had more study than any other single element,yet it took a message from space for one of the most significant discoveries in science this century to show up.Researchers in the early 1980s spotted the presence of a strange form of carbon soot.Within a few years it had been described as clusters of 60 atoms,which later became known as Buckminsterfullerene,after the architect R.Buckminster Fuller on the grounds that under the microscope,Carbon 60 [Ref: Video BC1:Horizon;BB1:TW;JB3 TW;RI;N23:7 Wonders [Science 1] C60] resembles one of Fuller's futuristic domes.Quite how such a huge number of atoms would stick together was a mystery,but it was eventually solved by a team,whose driving spirit was the Professor of Chemistry at Sussex University,Sir Harry Kroto.Since then he's set up an entire centre devoted to the study of Fullerenes,and has recently excited the scientific world by suggesting that Bucky Balls could be the route to the practical development of nanotechnology,which we've discussed before here.Sir Harry's with me now. 
Harry can you first say,when were we first aware that this thing existed,C60? 

Harry Kroto : Well it was a serendipitous discovery and the experiment based on early work at Sussex with David Walton,where we made carbon chain molecules in the lab which Primo Levi mentioned,you can make very long ones and David had made up to 30 atom chains,and we studied those in the mid 70s, and then later in the late 70s we discovered that space was full of these carbon chain molecules,and they were drifting around in the dark clouds that permeate space,and then about 1980 the question was "How did they get there?",and it goes back to carbon stars in which carbon is synthesised by three helium nuclei being squeezed together.The carbon star then basically explodes,the carbon is blown out into space,as carbon chains,or that's what I surmised,and suggested the experiment to a group at Rice University,Rick Smalley and Bob Curl,and we carried out that experiment and we discovered lo and behold carbon chains were around in space,and in fact that's what we originally were,all our carbon atoms were synthesised in a star,the star blew up,blew your carbon space....your carbon atoms into space as carbon chains in fact and so you should really thank your lucky stars that you're here (Trevor laughs),because most of the people are still out there,and..... 

Trevor Phillips : Floating about in .....as carbon chains!? 

Harry Kroto : Yeah,and a lot of people who are here should be out there as far as I'm concerned! (Trevor laughs) Anyway,too cut a long story short,we tested this by taking a laser and vaporising graphite in the laboratory of Rick Smalley who developed a fantastic apparatus for doing that.It was actually the first apparatus that could throw up refracted (??) materials in clusters,such as 20 iron atoms in a cluster. 

Trevor Phillips : Because normally you would,they would just..... 

Harry Kroto : Well you would heat..... 

Trevor Phillips : ..bust them into elements? 

Harry Kroto : ..yes you would heat iron and they would come off one atom at a time or at the most two atoms at a time,with a laser you can do...blow them all up immediately and then constrict them with a gas and squeeze them together and get a cluster of 20 or 25 aluminium atoms,and so we got the carbon chains and that was good,so I was happy with that,but there was an interloper which was this 60 carbon atom guy,and we thought about it for a while and then decided that maybe it had ...it was a cage,and that's what it turned out to be. 

Trevor Phillips : And at that point you didn't have any idea of what the structure of it would be? 

Harry Kroto : No we realised there was something special about a cluster of 60 carbon atoms on a Wednesday,and we thought about it for a few days,did some more experiments over the weekend and by Tuesday morning...Monday we were thinking about cages and Buckminster Fullers ideas of Geodesic domes,and on Tuesday morning we knew...we were absolutely certain,or we were pretty certain that it was cage,and it was a soccer ball structure. 

Trevor Phillips : It happened that fast? 

Harry Kroto : Yep. 

Trevor Phillips : Is this true the story that Smalley or somebody was sitting up late at night trying to stick it together and you came along and said "Why don't you try....?". 

Harry Kroto : It's only partly like that.What happened was on...we talked about and thought about Buckminster Fuller's cages on the Friday and in fact got the book out and we looked at this on the Monday,and around midday I wondered whether it was a cage of that kind or in fact I actually had a cardboard model of a map of the sky,which had the same structure as a soccer ball,and I was going to ring my wife up at that time,but you know what Brits are they don't like to spend money on phone calls (Trevor laughs),and I was going home the next day,and we discussed it,and so it turned out that night Rick sort of cut out some hexagons and they wouldn't curve into a cage,but when he cut pentagons out and added those in,and if you look at a soccer ball you'll find there are 20 hexagons on a soccer ball and 12 pentagons then it curved into a cage. 

Trevor Phillips : I see. 

Harry Kroto : So yeah,I thought it was a geodesic dome,and I was right,but Rick then made it and then it really confirmed that it was that type of structure. 

Trevor Phillips : So okay,so by Tuesday or Wednesday,you'd discovered this thing,which is you know,remarkable,because there isn't anything really lie it is there? 

Harry Kroto : Well there are boron compounds,I mean it was a surprise for carbon,there's no doubt about it.No one had predicted that you could make it,just by vaporising carbon,although there had been a Japanese,a very beautiful Japanese paper in 1970 that had said " if you could make it would be stable",it was Aji Asawa in Japan,and then there was a...what happened after that,we discovered it in 1985 and then a group in Germany and Arizona actually showed that you could make it just by taking two carbon rods and vaporising it and you'd get C60.We got there about a week.... 

Trevor Phillips : You got there first? 

Harry Kroto : Well we discovered it,but in Sussex we actually got there a week too late,because we did the same experiments,it's a long painful story,which was a bit on the Horizon programme. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay so you've got this thing.Now we know the two forms of carbon,graphite flat groups of carbon atoms and diamond.... 

Harry Kroto : Well this is graphite too really.Because it's a small lump of graphite.I mean people... that's the big problem....the big thing that misled us for ...until 1985,and in fact until 1990 was this assumption that graphite is flat.Well it is flat,but it can curve.If you take 60 atom sheet of graphite the edge is unstable and therefore it will curve to close and that will be energetically more stable.So if you take in fact a 1000 carbon atoms you can make a sheet which will curve into a cage,and it also will be more stable than a flat sheet of graphite,and that wasn't realised,and that was a major breakthrough,and well now we're studying it at Sussex,it's synthetic properties. 

Trevor Phillips : So you can make....so you've got this very stable form of carbon,did people see the value of this quickly,or was it just a kind of interesting curiosity? 

Harry Kroto : Well you know,it still hasn't made anyone any money,it hasn't really got an application at this stage. 
[That's why it's absurd to try and create "good things" via science and not produce "bad things".The idea creates and innovation which has no initial application,and is valueless to start with,but later applications are found and it becomes valuable.The laser did the same thing.Ironically if the laser had not been invented Harry might not have been able to vaporise carbon - LB] 
There are lots of fascinating possible applications,because it has very interesting electronic properties, and it's...... 

Trevor Phillips : With its superconductivity? 

Harry Kroto : Well yes that's a very interesting one,but you know it has to be a quantum leap in properties before it will be used ,I mean gallium arsenide has properties which in some ways are superior to silicon,but there is so much investment in silicon,that it's already there,and every time maybe you know gallium arsenide could take over,maybe silicon leaps forward and they make some new technical advance.But the interesting thing about C60 is that has fascinating electrical properties,electronic properties and it's the most interesting in some ways of the elongated cousins.If you think of it as a balloon and you think of the elongated structure as a zeppelin,or something like this,then those structures could be miles long theoretically,and ten to the minus nine of a centimetre in diameter,and so you have a molecule that could be 100 miles long but on a molecular dimension in width and it could be a conductor,but it also could give rise to materials of incredible strength,maybe 30 to 100 time stronger than steel,at one sixth the weight,and that's the mouth watering proposition,if we can make it in large amounts. 

Trevor Phillips : That's the holy grail? Just quickly,on the nanotechnology front, what is the .....? I mean the tubes that you described.... 

Harry Kroto : That is it yes. 

Trevor Phillips : ..are in a sense part .....an aspect of nanotechnology.Are there other ways in which you might be able to use it? 

Harry Kroto : Well that is the big drive at the present moment,nanotechnology covers a multitude of sins I suppose,so the first is to...you could think of building devices which can do what silicon chips do at the molecular level.So the really mouth watering proposition is too make a molecule do what a lump of silicon does in a transistor and that would give you a dimension a 100 times smaller than the silicon chip,and in 3 dimensions that's a million,a hundred times a hundred times a hundred so you could possibly, in the future pack a million devices where you can now pack one.Some number like that. 

Trevor Phillips : Amazing. 

Harry Kroto : The other thing is you now have a sort of Meccano set with carbon.You can build almost anything,theoretically you could build anything,if you can get your little fingers down there and put the carbon bonds in as a little kid can put Meccano together.But we can't do that at the moment.We have no synthetic technology at this time which can put those carbon atoms exactly where we want it,okay? But one day some smart young kid,organic chemist,or whatever,chemical architect will do it,I think. 

Trevor Phillips : I just want to before we end,talk a bit about another aspect of what you do which is in a sense the public understanding of science.I know that you're very keen on bringing you know,the young people and getting people to understand science..... 

Harry Kroto : All people,like politicians! (Trevor laughs) [Harry recounts in the RI programme that a Baroness in the House of Lords asked of C60 "Pray tell m'lords,is this thing animal, mineral or vegetable? " -LB] 


Trevor Phillips : What is your current drive here? 

Harry Kroto : Okay,my view is that it's ridiculous in the 21st century not to have the culture of science available on the most powerful communication platform that we have,which is television,and in the future,the internet,okay? We have Shakespeare,and we don't dilute it,we can listen to Mozart,we can see...hear the culture and we can listen to the culture,the English culture which is deeply steeped in the language,and in the case of science it's presented by people who really don't understand it. 

Trevor Phillips : Apart from this programme of course! 

Harry Kroto : Well apart from this programme,this is the only one that I can think of. 
[You were on Horizon Harry,and Equinox is quite good -LB] 
But we don't actually listen to scientists very often talking about their science.You and I know that you'd much rather listen to Harold Pinter talking about his work than anybody else,alright? Then the scientists is the same,and it's very important to realise that,that scientists need to communicate at a level which has an intellectual basis,and there's an assumption,and it's a very stupid one and very smart scientists have said this,"If you can't teach your grandmother Quantum Mechanics,or whatever your advance,then you don't understand it",now I think that's ridiculous,because you know,do we do it...mathematics to make it harder? No we don't.If you want to understand English,you do have to learn English. 

Trevor Phillips : But you've got a ...I think you've got an opportunity now on television,we've only got a few seconds..... 

Harry Kroto : Yes sure.Well the VEGA science trust has now been campaigning three or four years to get a science night and with the OU,we now have something like 3 hours on Thursdays to do exactly that and you will hear scientists in the future. 

Trevor Phillips : That begins in September? 

Harry Kroto : It's September yeah. 

Trevor Phillips : Thank you Sir Harry Kroto.Next week evolution in action,a generation of diagnostic gadgets so smart that they tell you what's wrong with you,almost before you know that anything is out of place,and new work on animal embryos which suggest that the legendary Charles Darwin may have missed a step or two in his "Origin of the Species".Join us again next Thursday. 










